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Images for Weather Reports: New And Selected Poems Selected Essays. Listen to the weather forecast and you cannot avoid the beginnings, middles, and ends. Baghdad weather bulletins, in any case, suddenly infiltrate the New York weather news, even as our troops were infiltrating Iraqi soil of strangeness and awkwardness: they will look round for poetry, and will be
In New and Selected Poems, reprints of earlier works predominate, comprising almost ninety percent of the total. In his early poetry, Feldman wrote in a more controlled style than most modern poets. These works show a heavy reliance on rhyme; virtually all the poems from Works and Days and several from The Pripet Marshes have a definite rhyme scheme, usually the rhyming of alternate lines, although the rhymes are often what is referred to as slant rhyme (or "poor rhymes," if the critic is of a more traditional bent). For example, it seems that Feldman is trying to suggest rhymes in the following end words from his poem: papers-favors; word-hard; literature-Nature; eloquence-indifference; situati